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Hazard Impact Factsheet: Tropical Cyclone 3
Australia: Severe Tropical Cyclone level 5, US: Hurricane level 4-5, NW Pacific:

Typhoon, Arabian Sea/Bay of Bengal: Super Cyclonic Storm, SW Indian Ocean:
Very Intense Tropical Cyclone, South Pacific: Tropical Cyclone (Hurricane)

Definition
Although tropical storms are named differently if occur in
different parts of the world, as shown in the categories
above, they all describe the same disaster. Tropical
cyclones are characterised by strong winds, spiral rain
bands and low pressure centres. They are powered by
condensing water vapour in rising moist air that produces
heat, so water temperatures must be over 27 oC meaning
they usually form over tropical or subtropical waters. In the
southern hemisphere the storms rotate clockwise and in the
northern hemisphere they rotate counter-clockwise.

What you will most likely find on arrival
The high winds are often a sudden, brief onslaught that can mean extensive damage
to buildings, housing and infrastructure. According to the Australian scale, the winds
for this category of tropical storm can be very destructive with typical guts over 280
km/h. Heavy rains and flooding often follow and in coastal regions there is the risk of
tidal waves, with these there can be higher numbers of deaths and material losses or
damage. According to the IFRC, they have found that people often choose to wait
until the last minute to abandon their homes and therefore increase the chances of
these high death toll numbers.

Impact/
Likely
Devastation

Effect for aid work

Flooding - Structural damage. Shelter
- People leave their homes and move to higher ground, with

little material possession. Shelter
- People may need to be rescued from flooded homes.
- Roadways washed away and therefore prevent aid routes to

affected areas. Shelter, Food, Health
- Could lead to contamination of clean water supplies. WASH
- If deaths, then there could be dead bodies in the flooded

water. WASH, Health
- Destruction of crops could mean a difficulty of sourcing local

food produce. Food
- Dams etc. may need water pumping out to reduce risk or

failing
- Low lying escape routes can be cut off by rising water

around 3-5 hours before the storm hits land.

Hurricane Felix, US Category 5,
September 2007
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Damage to
buildings –
extensive
damage to roofs,
windows doors
etc.

- Very severe and extensive damage to buildings some will be
completely destroyed and small buildings may be
overturned and blown away. Shelter

- Some homes that can withstand the majority of the winds
may need to be repaired before they are safe to live in
again.

- May need to provide training if lack of skilled workers to fix
damage.

Power Failures –
can be extensive
in reach and
time

- May need to set up a back-up/ emergency energy.
- Affected population may need an alternative energy supply

for cooking. Food
- Will effect medical facilities and equipment. Health

Damage to
Transport Links
- flooding or

blocked roads or
tracks.

- Logistical issues as lack of modes in which to transport
supplies. Food, Shelter, Health

- Will affect population’s ability to evacuate affected areas.
- May be a lack of skilled works to fix transport damage.
- Strong winds will most likely mean air travel is not possible

in very early stages of response
Additional
Challenges

- Landslides could occur causing more widespread damage
to buildings and infrastructure.

- The more vulnerable the person, the less ability they will
have to evacuate.

- Affected population may gather in stadiums or large well
known structures, these could become crowded and will
need food and non-food items. Shelter, Food, WASH

- Looting and disorder may become an issue
- Trees, shrubs and signs will most likely be blown away/

destroyed causing damage and debris.
- Education on future storms and evacuation methods may

need to be provided.

Famous Example
Hurricane Felix, September 2007
In Nicaragua’s more than 12,000 people were
evacuated from the remote northeast corner of the
country ahead of the landfall. The National Hurricane
Centre stated that severe damage had occurred due to
winds and storm surges along the Nicaragua coast, with
additional damage inland from rain-induced flooding. In

the community of Tasba Pri
more than 80% of houses
were severely damaged.
Relief agencies provided permanent roofing materials
for shelter. In addition, almost all crops were destroyed
so the agricultural cycle had to be re-established
through seed distribution etc. In Honduras around 5,000
residents and 3,000 tourists were evacuated from
offshore islands. While across much of the Miskito
Coast, phones and power lines were out so accessing
information on effects to remote areas was difficult.


